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1·· Introduction 

The Jaynes-Cummings model (JC}\1) (1) describing the interaction of a two-leve\ 

atom with a single-~ode quantized radiation ·fi~ld is of fundamental importance in 

quantum optics (2)-(4), and is re~lizable to a very good approximation in experiments 

with Rydberg atoms in high-Q supercouducting cavities [5]. The model predicts a 

variety of interesting phenomena, such as quallt.um coll~pse and revival· (6], vacuum

field Rabi splittings (7)-(9]_· A generalization of the JCM to the cas; where N Rydberg ·• . 
atoms interact resonantly with a cavity field mode has bee.n · treated by Barnett ·and 

Knight (10], and Haroche and Raimond (I l] (see also [12) for a review). The two:atom 

single-mode field system is also of considerable interest. Deng has studied quantum 
' 

· collapses and revivals for this ·case and .shown that when the hvo atoms are initially in. 

- the lower state, the probabilities for the occupancieii"of the ground and excited states 
• • • . • • . • I 

of the system manifest.two series of revivals (13]. The situation where only one of the 

t~o atoms is initially in the upper state has been treated' by Kozierciwski et al (14) and 

Buzek (15). Two nonidentical atom~ have been considered by Mahmood et al (16) and 

by Iqbal et al (17]. The squeezing (18), emission spectra [19)-[21 ), properties of the field 

· phase (22], and the effects of photon statistics (23) ~nd cavity d~mping (24) have also 
,, , '·' ' 

been stud,ied. 

Recently, Gea-Banacloche has derived an asymptotic rc~ult for the JCM · which 

is valid· when the field is initially, in a coherent state with a large average photon 

nu~ber. (25, 26). It is shown that the atom is to a good approximation in a pure 

st~te .in the middle of the collapse region (this has bicn first noticed by Phoenix·and 
' . . 

Knight (27) by usi~g the entropy concepts to examine. the fluctuations in the quantum · 

evolution of the JCM ) and the most .remarkable feat;1re of this state is that it is 

reach1;d regardless of the initial atomk state. In .this paper,· we analyze the atomic 
' . 

and ,field state e.volution in the two-atom JCM supposing, a.~ in. (25, 26), that the field 

is initially in a coherent state with a large average photon number. The eigenstates 
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of the semiclassical Hamiltonian are found. It is shown that if the atoms are initially 

prepared in one of these states, the system evolves in such a way that atomic and field 

parts separately remain in a pure state. However, only for certain initial atomic states, 

the crossing of the "trajectories" in the Hilbert space of atomic states at half-revival 

time is observed. The initial states where both atoms are excited or de-excited, for 

example, do not belong to this group. 

Further, we turn.our attention to some "old" problems, namely, the effects of cav

ity detuning on atomic level occupation probabilities and emission spectra. Though 

some accounts on the system dy1:amics with nonresonant coupling can be found in [22], 

where phase properties of the interacting field have been considered, and in [28], where 

the author has extended the coherent state representation formalism proposed by Pa

padopoulous (29] to the N-atom case, most discussions in the available literature are 

restricted to on resonance. We show, in particular, that far off-resonance, if the initial 

state of the atomic system finds atom 1 excited and atom 2 unexcited (nonsymmetrical 

excitation), the initial excitation is transferred from atom 1 to atom 2 and back, but 

not to the field. Nevertheless, the field itself becomes essentially a two-state quantity 

in contrast with the case of two initially excited, de-excited atoms and symmetrical 

excitation where the field remains a one-state quantity with changing phase. 

As for the emission spectra, it is shown that nonzero detunings give rise to a nine

peaked spectrum instead of an eight-peaked one obtained at exact resonance [20]. 

Comparing the emission spectra in the two situations - symmetrical and nonsymmet

rical excitations, we find that whereas the numbers and positions of the spectral lines 

are the same, their heights in the first case are two times larger than those in the latter 

case. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the model Hamiltonian and its 

solution are presented. In Section 3 we investigate the atomic and field state evolution 

for large initial fields. The effects of cavity detuning on the time evolution of level oc-
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cupation probabilities are examined in Section 4, and in Section 5 we use the definition 

of "physical spectrum" introduced by.Eberly and Wodkiewicz [31) to study stimulated 

and spontaneous emission spectra. 

2 Model Hamiltonian and its solution 

The hamiltonian describing the system of two two-level atoms coupled to a single

mode radiation field in the rotating wave approximation is given by (h = 1) 

2 2 

H =wa+a+woLR/' + Lg;(aRt +a+R;), ( 1) 

i=l i=l 

where a+ and a are the creation and annihilation operators of the field mode with 

the frequency w, w0 is the atomic transition frequency, Rt, R; are the pseudospin 

operators describing the ith atom and g; is the atom-field coupling constant for the ith 

atom which may be treated as real without any loss of generality. 

Following [2), we separate tµeHamiltonian (1) into two mutually·commuting parts 

H 

Ho 

H1 

Ho+H1, [Ho,H1) = 0, 
2 

w(a+a + L Rt), 
. i=l 

2 . 2 

.6 L Rl + Lg;(aRT + R;a+), 
i=l i=l 

(.6=wo-w), 

so that the time tran.slation operator U(t) = exp(-iHt) factors 

U(t) 

Uo(t) 

Uo(t)U1(t), 

exp(-iHot), Ut(t) = exp(-if/it). 

(2) 

(3) 

For the model ·in· question only four eigenstates of the free-atom-free-field Hamiltonian 

Ho 

II)= ie,e,n), 12) = ie,g,n + !), j:3) =·Lg,c,n + I), 14) = jg,g,n + 2) (4) 
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are needed. Here je), jg) represent the upper and lower atomic states, respectively, and 

In) is the Fock st~te of the radiation field. The states (4) form a basis which gives the 

following matrix representation of H0 and H1 

ll
1 

= ( g2J~ + 1 
91 ✓nTT 

0 

Ho= (n + l)w/, 

92✓ii+T 
0 
0 

.<11J11 + 2 

g1Jn+I O ) 
0 g1Jn + 2 
0 · g2Jn+2 ' 

.<12J11 + 2 -~ 

(5a) 

(5b) 

where Tis a 4 x -I unit matrix. By expa11di11g tlw state VPctor of the atom-field system 

as 

liJ•(t)) = exp[-i(n + l)wl) [C1(t)jl) + C'i(l)l2) + C3(t)IJ) + C\(1)14)], 

and using the Schrodinger equation, one gets 

C'(I) = -ill1C(t), 

where 

( 

C1(t)) 
Ci( t) 
C3 (t) ' 
C\(t) 

('(I)= 

and H1 is defined by Eq.(5b). A solution of equation (7) is 

•I 

C;(t) = L A,1(t)C1(0). 
1=1 

·I 

A;j(l) = L n\ (n~)" cxp(-i,\11). 
l=I 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

llerc• ,\, arc the cigrnvalucs of the matrix //1, aml n\ is the ith clement of the Ith 

eigenvector. The eigenvalues ,\1 arc· to lw found from the fourth-order secular c-quatio11 

X1 
- .\

2 [(gf + g])(2n + 3) + D-2] + ,\.6(gf + gj) + (gf - .<Ji)i(11 + I )(n + 2) = 0. ( 10) 

For nonidentical atoms and exact n·so11a11n>, equal io11 ( I 0) rc·duces to a S<'COIHl-ordcr 

equation with respect to ,\2, tlw solution of which has hec·11 given i11 [18]. For idc·11tirnl 
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atoms (91 = 92 = 9) and arbitrary det.u11i11g, equatio11 ( 10) factors into a third-order 

equation and a first-order one with the roots 

,\1 
2 

= J3[292(2n+3)+~2]112cos(0), 

2 2 2ir 
,\2 = J3[29 (2n + 3) + ~ 2]1

/
2 cos(O + 3 ), 

2 2 / 4,r 
,\3 = J3[29 (2n + 3) + ~ 2]1 2 cos(O + 3 ), 

,\4 = 0, 

where 

1 [ -27~9
2 

] 
0 = 3 arccos {3[2g2(2n + 3) + il2]}3/2 . 

For convenience, we introduce the following notation 

f31 = {(,\, - ..\2)(..\1 - ..\3)[..\i(..\1 + il) - '2g2(n + 2)]}
1/2, 

f32 = {(..\2 - ,\3)(,\2 - ..\i)[..\2(,\2 + il) - 2g2(n + 2)1}
1
'
2
, 

(33 = {(,\3 - ,\,)(,\3 - ..\2)[..\3(,\3 + il) - 2g2(n + 2)]}1'2. 

Hence, the elements a\ can be written as 

for l = 1,2,3, and 

a~ = [..\1(,\t+ il) - 2g2(n + 2))/(31, 

a~ = a~= 9vn+I(,\1 + il)/(J,, 

a~ = 2g2J(n + l)(n + 2)/(J, 

at= o! = 0, 
1 

a~= /2' 
1 

a!= - /2 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

{15) 

for I = 4. The eigenvectors of the atom-field system are defined in terms of the basis 

states ( 4) as follows 

l1P1
) = L a\ji), (16) 

6 

Ii 

' 

.. 

'•, 
( 

and vice versa 

Ii)= L (a\)* it/i1). (17) 

On resonance, by putting~= 0 into Eqs. (11)-(15), one obtains 

..\1,2 = ±J2g2(2n + 3), ,\3,4 = 0, (18) 

and 

~ 1 1 /w. l1P') = 11)+212)+213)+ 4n+614), 

2 n+ 1 1 1 ;w. 
11P ) = --11) - -12) - -13) + --14), 

4n + 6 2 2 4n + 6 

li/,3) = -/n+
2

ll)+Jn+ll4), 
2n + 3 2n + 3 

( 19) 

1 1 W) = 
12

12) -
12

13). 

When the total excitation number of the atom-field system is equal to unity, only 

three basis states 

II)= le,g,0), 12) = lg,e,0), 13) = jg,g, 1) (20) 

are possible. In this case, the solution ca11 be written in a simple form for nonidentical 

atoms and arbitrary detuning. In the interaction picture it reads 

and 

..\1,2 

f 

~ 
--±f, 

2 
,\3 = 0, 

✓gf + 9i + il2 /4, (21) 

11!'1 ) = gifJ21u- il/2)11) + gifJ21u- il/2)12) + ✓-cr..:.il12J1<2n13), 

l1P2 ) = gif J2J(f + il/2)11) + 92I J2J(f + il/2)12) - JU+ il/2)/(2!)13),(22) 

l1P3) -g2f /g? + 9ill) + g,f/g? + 9il2). 

Once the complete exact solution is known, various quantities characterizing the 

atomic and field systems can be evaluated subject to certain initial conditions. For 
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instance, the level occupation probabilities in the case of two atoms initially being 

excited and the field being in a Fock state are given by 

P,.(t) = JC1,n(t)J2, P,g(t) = JC2,n(t)J2, Pg,(t) = JC3,,.(t)l2, Pgg(t) = IC',1,n(l)l2. 

(23) 

where Pee and P
99 

are the probabilities that both atoms arc in the states le) and Jg), 

respectively, while P,9 (P9,) is the probability that the first atom is in the state le) (Jg)) 

and the other is in the state lg) (le)). Also we have for the average number of photons 

(a+a)t = nlC1,n(t)l2 + (n + 1) [IC'2,,.(l}l2 + IC\,,(t}l2] + (n + 2)IC,1,n(t)l2. (24) 

In Eqs. (23), (24) the lower index n indicates the dependence of the corresponding 

quantities on the photon number. If initially only one atom is in the upper state, or 

both atoms are in the lower state, n must be replaced by (n-1) and (n-2), respectively. 

When the cavity field is initially prepared in a superposition of the number states, 

Eqs. (23) and (24) become useful after averaging the right-hand sides over the photon 

number distribution. 

3 Atomic and field state evolution for large initial 
fields 

For a large number of photons, it turns out to be more convenient to use the eigen

states of the semiclassical interaction Hamiltonian, rather than the energy eigenstates, 

as the basis of atomic states. The semiclassical Hamiltonian corresponding to H1 in 

Eq. (2) is obtained by replacing the annihilation operator a by a complex number v, 

i.e., 
. 2 

Hsc = Lgi (vR; + v*R;). (25) 

i=l 

Here the exact resonance(~= 0) is assumed. The eigenvaluc-s and eigenvectors of (25) 

arc found to be 

>-1.2 = ±2glvl, ,\3,1 = 0, (26) 

8 

) 

'I: 

) 

and 

1¢1) 

l<t.i2) 

1¢>3) 

1¢>4) 

~ [cxp(2i<p) It:, e) + exp( i<p )( Je, g) + Jg, e)) + Jg, g)], 

i [exp(2i<p )le, e) - exp(i<p )(le, g) + jg, e)) + lg,g)], 

~ [- cxp(2i-,;. )It, e) + Jg, g)], 

1 J2 (lc,g) - Jg, e)), 

(27) 

where <p dcuotes the phase of the fil'ld 1• = lul exp(i-,;. ). It can be seen from Eqs. (27) 

that l<p'1) is not.hi11g but the singlet state. and j-,;- 1
). j-,;-2

), J-,;-3 ) are composed completely 

of the triplet states. Except t'.hc slate· j-,;.•1). which is a tnw trapping state in both 

semidassical and fully quantized t.h<'ories. we can <'xpect that in the latter case, if the 

atomic sta.t.e is prepan·d in OIi<' of tlw stat,·s j-,;-1). j-,;-2). 1-,;.'1) and till' quantized-field 

intensity is large, the system would still sllllw som,· Habi oscillations but with their 

amplitudes being strongly suppressed [:W, :l2, :n]. 

\Ve consider now the state evolution of the system having states (27) as a starting 

poi11t. Suppose that the cavity field is initially in a coherent state 

2 "'' lul" . 
l1bJidd(O)) =Iv)= exp(-jvj /2) ~ Ji;f exp(rn<p)ln) (28) 

with a large average photon nu111lJ!'r 11::;,, I (11 = li,1 1
). Then, in the interaction picture 

one gets asymptotically 

1¢>1 )Iv) I ---4 ~ [exp( -i2gl/ ,/ii) exp(2iy )I<, c) + exp(-igl/ Vii) exp(i-,;. )( ic,g) + I.'/, e)) 
t=O 2 

] 

·>-· 11"/2 
+Jg,g) exp(-11 /2) L 

0 
,·xp(i11'r) ,·xp( -i2gl fo)j11). (29a) 

11=0 vn: 

1¢/)lv) I ---4 ~ [exp( i2gl/ v01) exp(2iy )I<.<) - ,·xp(igl //ii) exp(i-,;. )( j, ,!/) + jy. <)) 
l=ll ..., 

] 

·>-• 1,,,0 
+lg,g) 1·xp(-11/2) L n ,·xp(i11-P)<·xp(i2ylfo)l11). 

n=ll V n: 

(2%) 

1c?)1,,)I -4 jr.'?)\i'). 
t=O 

(2!k) 
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l1>4 )lv)1 = l<P4 )1i>). (29d) 

Equations (29a)-(29c) are asymptotic in the sense that the differences of their right

hand sides and the exact solution are vectors whose norm tends to zero (as fast as t/i'!) 

in the limit n-+ oo. Since the revival time scale is of the order of ,/ff,/g [13], Eqs. (29) 

hold even over a large number of revivals, provided n is large enough. 

The result (29) shows that the atomic and field parts separately remain in a pure 

state in the course of time. However, there is no time at which the atomic systems 

prepared initially in any of the four basis states (27) are found in the same pure 

state. Of particular interest are the states 11>1
) and l</>2

). At half of the revival time 

ta== TC,/n/(2g) (note that there are two series of revivals in the system uuder consider

ation [13] with the revival times TC,/n/ g and 2TC,/ff,/ g; under half-revival time here we 

mean that of the first series), we do find them in the same pure state which is equal to 

~ [- exp(2icp )le, e) - i exp(icp )(le,g) + lg, e)) + lg, g)] • (30) 

Thus, the crossing of the atomic '·trajectories" occurs only if the atomic system is 

initially prepared in a linear superposition of two basis states l</> 1
) and l</>2

), for example, 

in the states 

(le,g) + Jg,e))/v12 = exp(-icp) (lt/> 1
) -11>

2
)) /v12 (31) 

(symmetrical excitation), or 

[exp(2icp)lc,e) + lg,g)] /v12 = (11>1
) + i<t>2)) /v12. (32) 

For these, the field state at ta is a coherent superposition of macroscopically distinct 

states 
,x, ·n/2 

l<I>±(t)) = exp(-n/2) ~ 
7
/n!exp(incp)exp(=Fi2gtJn)in). (33) 

In other words, we have what is usually called a ''Schrodinger cat". It also follows from 

Eqs. (29) that an initial atomic state, which is a linear combination of l</> 1
) (and/or 

10 

) 

..,, 

) 

11>2
)) and l</>3

) (and/or 11>4
)), as time goes on, no longer becomes pure again and the 

Schrodinger cat, 'then, does not appear. 

In Fig. 1, we have plotted Tr(p~1) versus gt for the average photon number n == 50 

and for the initial atomic states (a) (le,g) + Jg, e) )/v2, (b) [exp(2icp)le, e) + lg,g)]/v2, 

(c) le,e), and (d) (-exp(2irp)Je,e) + Jg,g)]/v2 (== W)). The curves a and b represent 

the time evolution of Tr(p~1) for initial atomic states being linear combinations of 11>1) 

and l</>2
). They show apparently the recreation of the state vector in the middle of the 

collapse region. The curve c corresponding to the linear combination 

Je,e) == exp(-=2irp)/v2 [(lt/>1) + i<t>2))/v12-W)] 

shows that though the system reorders to a great extent at ta, the reordering is not 

complete. This is clearly due to the presence of J¢,3 ) in the. initial state. The same 

presence (and ab~ence) of l</>3 ) in the initial state leads to the fact that in the long-time 

region (not shown in the figure), the curve c oscillates around a value larger than that 

around which the curves a and b do. It is interesting to note that both these values 

are larger than 1/4 - the value of Tr(p~1) for a maximally mixed two-two-level-atom 

system, i.e., the system does not become completely unpolarized under the influence 

of cooperative interaction. 

The result (29) can also be useful to predict some properties of the quasiprobability 

distributions in the limit of large n (see Refs. (34, 35] for recent studies regarding the 

quasiprobability distriLutions for the field in the one-atom JCM). Indeed, supposing 

that the two atoms are initially in the upper state, from the fact that le,e) is a linear 

superposition of j,p1), 11>2) and J,p3 ), each being a phasor in the phase plane, it follows 

that as the interaction is switched on, the Q function (or the Wigner function) is caused 

to split into three peaks. The one· connected with 1¢>3) is unmoved whereas the two 

connected with 1¢>1) and 11>2 ) rotate clockwise and counterclockwise, respectively, in 

the phase plane. This is consist~nt with the study of phase properties of the field (22]. 

11 
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Time evolution of Trp!1 for initial atomic states (a) (le,g) + lg,e))/./2 (dashed 

curve), (b) [exp(2i'f')le,e) + lg,g)) /./2 (curves a and bare almost indistinguishable), 

(c) le,e), and (d) [-exp(2i'f')le,e) + lg,g)] /./2. The field is initially in a coherent state 

with ii= 50. 
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Probability of finding both atoms in the upper state P,. versus gt for the field ini-

tially in a Fock state with (a) b. = 0, n = 0, (b) b. = 0.,5g, n = 5. The atoms are 

initially excited. 
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4 Atomic level occupation probabilities: Effects of 
nonzero detuning 

As has been mentioned previously, earlier discussions of the two-atom systems 

have usually been restricted to the exact resonance. In this section, we use the solution 

obtained in Section 2 to investigate the effects of cavity detuning on the time behavior 

of the atomic level occupation probabilities. We show that, in some cases, they are not 

as trivial as they may seem to be at the first glancc. 

Consider first the initial condition where the atoms are in the upper state and the 

field is in a Fock state 

i1J,(0)) = !1.1;11). (C'i(0) = I). (34) 

Then on resonance, equations (9), (18). (19), and (:2:3) yield 

(
n+l)

2 
• (11+!)(11+2) (n+2)

2 

P.,(t) = -- cos2(gtJ4n + 6) + 2 ) )2 cos(gtJ4n + 6) + --
3 2n + 3 (:.n + 3 2n + 

(35) 

.Equation (35) shows that P •• (t) oscillates with two commensurate Rabi frequencies, 

and has a minimum value equal to 1/(2n+3)2, which mcans some trapping of the total 

system energy in the atomic sub-system ( this trapping is most transpan•nt. in thc limit 

of weak fields). This is in accordance with the so-call<'d cooperative inhibition of the 

average radiated energy reported by Buzck [15] and Seke et al [36). As !l cf. 0, three 

distinct nonzero roots of Eq. ( 10) give rise to three noncommensurate Rabi frequencies. 

Owing to the beating between these, t.he Rabi oscillations begin to exhibit a tendency 

towards collapses and revivals, as can h,. se<'II in Fig. 2b. Note that the nillapsPs and 

revivals in a Fock state field occurring here have the same root as those taking place 

in single-atom systems with prepared atomic c.:oherence [~i]_, _ and in cascade three

level systems with arbitrary detunings [:JS). Though in two-atom systems the Habi 

oscillations do not collapse complet-ely, they do when the number of atoms increases [ 12). 

The time behavior of /1,,(l) is shown i11 Fig. 2a for ~ = 0. 11 = 0. and Fig. 2b for 
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Li = 0.5g, n = 5, where the partial trapping of the energy in the atomic system and 

the Fock state field collapses and revivals are clearly visible. 

Next, we consider the field being initially in a coherent state. Then P •• (t) is given 

by 

oo -n { 3 3 } 
P •• (t) = exp(-ii) ~ :, ~ ioLn1

4 + 2 ,[, ioLn1
2
lo;\l

2 
cos[(A1,n - Am,n)t] , (36) 

(!;,Im) 

The above equation confirms again the conclusion of Deng [13] that each revival series 

corresponds to a beat frequency. If a system has N eigenvalues whose absolute values 

are not equal, there will be N(N - l )/2 nonzero beat frequencies and consequently, 

N(N - 1)/2 series of revivals. In our case, since 01.,
1 

= 0 Vn, it follows from Eq. (36) 

that there are only three series of revivals. We call them (12), (23), and (13) series. On 

resonance (Li= 0) AJ,n = 0 Vn, therefore, IAt,n ~ A3,nl = IA2,n - AJ,nl = At,n, IA1,n -

A2,nl = 2A1,n and the number of revival series reduces to two, which agrees with the 

result of (13]. 

In Fig. 3 we have plotted the time evolution of P •• (t) for a coherent initial field with 

ii = 10 and for various values of the detuning parameter. The effects of Li f= 0 can 

be seen to have three aspects: the time average of P •• (t) is shifted to its initial value, 

the heights of revival signals decrease and the revival times delay. Taking into account 

the sharp peak of the photon distribution around its.mean ii when ii~ 1, the revival 

periods can be evaluated analytically in some extreme cases. For example, when the 

near resonance condition 

82 - .Q.2 
- 4g2ii « 1 (37) 

is met, one gets 

T12 = 211' ((,\1,n - A2,n) - (,\1,n-t - A2,n-1lr
1 

11',/n ( 82) ::: -- I+-;, , 
g -

T23 = 211' ((,\2,n - A3,,.) - (A2,n-l - AJ,n-ilr
1 

14 

l J, 
•II 

/',,' ;:1' 
:) 

I 

11J 

', 

::: -- l+-+-211',/ri, ( 8
2 8) 

9 2 ii ' 
(38) 

T13 = 211' [(,\1,n - A3,;i) - (A1,n-1 - A3,n-i)r
1 

::: 211'./n (1 + 82 - t) . 
g 2 n 

In general, it is difficult to folio~ an~lytically the dependence of Tim on the detuning . 
parameter sinc_e At are expresse'd in terms of Li in a rather complicated way. Therefore, 

we have performed some nu~erical calculations showing that IA31, though does not 

vanish when Li takes nonzero values, is very small as compared with IA1 I and IA2I

As a result, T(23i and T(t3) har~ly differ from each other and fo. the figure, only two 

series of revivals are seen. The computational calculations also reveal that the height 

of the revival signals of series (12) and (23) drop rapidly with increasing Li and the 

only series remaining in Fig. 3d is connected with the beating between A1 and A3. The 

revival signals of this series, contrary to the results for the single-atom case (6], almost 

do not spread in time as Li increases. To explain this fact, one needs a more detailed 

investigation, possibly, in a way similar to that used in (6] employing the saddle point 

technique. However, we will not pursue this problem here, but proceed to treat the 

far-off-resonance limit 
fi2 '. 

82 = 4 ?- ~ 1, 
g~n 

(39) 

supposing that the field itself is large. Then, using the result presented in Section 2, 

in the interaction picture one gets approximately for 

- two initially excited atoms 

P •• (t) ~ 1, P.9 (t) ~ P9 .(t) ~ P9 g{t) ~ 0, 

ie,e)lv)l
1
=

0
-+ exp(-ilit)ie,e)lvexp(-i2g2t/Li)) 

- symmetrical excitation {G2(0) = G3(0) = 1/../2) 

P •• (t) ~ 0, Peg(t)= Pge(t)::: ! Pgg(t)::: 0, 
. 2 
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(40a) 

(40b) 

(41a) 
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◄ Figure 3 
Probability of finding hoth atoms in the upp,•r stat.<' /',, Vl'rsus gt for ,·arious \'alul's 

of detuning (a) ti= 0, (b) ti= 5g, (c) .cl= IOg, and (d) ~ = 20g and for the field 

initially in a coherent state with ii =. 10. The at.oms an· initially exC"ited. 
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~(le,g) + lg, e) )Iv) I -> exp(-i2lt/ t:.) ~(le,g) + 19, e) )Iv exp(iSg4t/ t:.;i)) (41b) 
v2 ~ 0 v2 

- and for nonsymmetrical excitation (C2(0) = 1) 

P.,(t) '.::= P99 (t) '.::= 0, 

1 1 _ 
00 

iin [ 2!::.g2t ] 
P.g(t) '.::= 2 + 2 exp(-n) ~ n! cos 292(2n + l) + 1::,.2 , 

1 1 
00 

iin [ 2!::.g2t ] 
P9 .(t) '.::= 2- 2exp(-ii) ~ n! cos 292(2n + l) + t:,.2 , (42a) 

le,g)lv)j -> !(le,g)- lg,e))lv) +exp(-i2g2t/t:.)!(le,g) + lg,e))lvexp(iSg4t/t:.3)). 
~o 2 2 

(42b) 

In the first two cases, the picture resembles that in the one-atom JCM at far-off

resonance [2, 39]: the excited atoms are reluctant to emit a photon and the state of the 

system approximately remains factored into an atomic and a field state with the field 

being simply a phasor rotating in the phase plane. For nonsymmetrical excitation one 

has quite another behavior. Though, as before, the atomic system does not radiate, the 

energy initially stored in atom 1 is nearly periodically exchanged with atom 2, despite 

the fact that no direct coupling between them is included in the Ha~iltonian ( 1) and 

the field mode is far detuned. Thus, here the radiation field acts like a virtual level 

through which the excitation is transferred from atom I to atom 2 and back. The state 

of the field itself is also dramatically changed. Equation ( 42b ), which is no longer of a 

product form, indicates clearly the splitting of the quasiprobability distributions into 

two peaks, one i.s unmoved while the other rotates. Unfortunately, a Schrodinger cat 

cannot be generated using this scheme because the atomic states appearing in Eq. ( 42b) 

are all the time orthogonal. 
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5 Emission spectra 

Beginning from the work by Sanchez-Mondragon et al [7], the problem of spectra 

of light emitted from atoms enclosed in cavities has attracted a great deal of attention. 

Recently, the vacuum-field Rabi splittings, first predicted in [7, 8], have been observed 

experimentally [9]. The effects of the field statistics [40, 41), cavity damping [42], 

atomic coherence [33], and the correlations between the spectrum sidebands [43] have 

been theoretically studied. In the system in question, the results for exact resonance 

and two initially excited atoms have been reported in [19]-[21]. Here, we discuss some 

aspects of the emission spectra for nonzero detuning and various initial atomic states. 

For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case of the initial Fock state field, i.e., 

the initial state of the total atom-field system can be written as 

lip(0)) = C1(0)le, e; n) + C2(0)le,g; n) + C3(0)lg, e; n) + C4(0)lg,g; n). (43) 

To calculate the spectrum, we need to know the two-time dipole correlation function 

V(t,r) = (R+(t + r)W(t)) 

(ip(0)I exp[iH(t + r )]R+ exp(-iHr)W exp(-iHt)lip(0)), (44) 

The solution (9) and (14)-(15) together with the initial condition (43) give 

V(t,r) = exp(iwr) t {IC1(0)l2'D1,m,k(l)exp[i(..\1 - ..\m)t]exp[i(..\1 - ..\~)r] 
l,m,k=I 

+IC2(0) + C3(0}12V;,m,k(2) exp[i(..\; - ..\~)t] exp[i(..\; - ..\~)r] 

+IC4(0)12v;:m,k(4)exp[i(..\;' - ,,\:)t]exp[i(,,\;' - ,,\~')r] }, (45) 

where 

'D1,m,k(j) = 4a1o;' (o\(o;)' + (o!)'o;) (of(o;)' + (o!)'o;i], (46) 

and the prime mark indicates the replacement of n by (n - 1) in the corresponding 

quantities. The physical transient spectrum [31] is given in terms of the correlation 
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function (44) by 

( (-T 
S(v,T) = 2fRe lo drexp[(r- iv)r] lo dtexp[-2f(T- t)]'D(t, r). (47) 

Here r is the detector bandwidth and T is the time at which the measmemenl takes 

place. Under a definite initial condition, by substituting 'D(t, T) from Eq. ( 4.5) with 

appropriate coefficients Ci(O) into Eq. ( 47), after integration overt and r, the explicit 

expressions for the emission spectra can be easily obtained. 

(i) Two atoms initially in the upper state 

Then one finds 

3 

S(v,T; le,e)) = 2fRe L v,:m,k(l) 
l,m,k=l 2r + i(,\, - Am) 

x ( r + i(v _ wl _Am+,\;,) { exp[i(,\, - ,\m)T] - exp[-f7' - i(v - w - ,\1 + ,\k)T]} 

r - i(v - ~ - ,\, + ,\k) { exp[-rT- i(v -w - ,\,+,\UT] - exp(-2f7')}). 

(48) 

If fT is large, and if we ignore small terms conuected with I# m [42], forrnula (48) is 

transformed into 

3 r 
S(v,T; le,e)) --t L 'Di,,,k(l)f2 + (v-w- (,\, - ,\k)]2" 

l,k=I 

(49) 

In this limit, the spectrum of emitted light consists of nine lines whose positions and 

heights are determined by v = w + (,\1 - ,\U, 'D1,1,k(l ). When I::,.. = O, it follows from 

Eqs. (19) and ( 46) that 'D3,3.3( 1) = 0, which, in turn, implies the reduction of the num

ber of lines from nine to eight. This is in accordance with the earlier results of Kien et 

al and Chai et al (20]. For nonidentical atoms, the upper limit of the sums appearing 

in Eqs. ( 45 ), ( 48) and ( 49) must be replaced by 4; co11s1~quently, the number of spectral 

lines increases to 16 (21]. In the dressed-state repn•sc11tatio11 (4·1], this sixteen-peaked 
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spectrum arises naturally from the transitions 14•~) --> Ji,1{_1}, (I = l, 2, 3, 4), where 

the dressed states 11P~) are nothing but the eigenstates of the system Hamiltonian. 

When the two atoms are identical, one of the states Ji,',~) (Jip~) in our notation) be

comes subradiant, which results in a nine-peaked structure of the emission spectrum 

mentioned above. In the same way, one can explain the quantity of vacuum-field Rabi 

splittings in the case of the two initially excited atoms, which is equal to 6 for identical 

atoms [l!J, 20] and 12 for nonidentical ones [21 ]. We can also predict, for example, 

t.hC' number of spC'dral lines of light sponta11C·o11sly ,·mitt.ed from an excited at.om in 

the presence of another uuexcit_ed 011<'. Such a system has only three dressed states 

(see Eqs. (21), (22)). Th!' li<-ra.1· or tlH"s,· i11to tll(' 1111iqt1l' ground state lg,g:0) will 

obviously lead to a three-peaked strncture of the spontaueous emission spectrum. A 

closer observation of the expressions (22) reveals that for identical atoms, the number 

of peaks reduces to two since then one of the dressed states becomes subradiant. These 

conclusions are c01,1firmed by more detailed analyses below. 

(ii) Symmetrical and nonsymmclrical c:rcilalio11s 

From Eqs. (45), ('17) one gds, in the limit of loug times, 

S[11,T;(le,g) + Jg,r})//2] --> 

S(v,T;Jt,g)) 

J r 
2 L v;_,_d2)1'2 + (v _ "-' _ (,\; _ ,\~)]2' 

U·=I 

!s [11, T; ( Jc, g) + IY, e) )/ h] · 
2 

(,50) 

(51) 

Equation (51) indicates tha.t t Ill' systl'Ill or till' two symmetrically excited atoms 

emits light two times strongl'r than I hat of tlw two nousymmetrically excited OI!l'S 

does. This, clearly, stems from the fact that the nousymmetrical stale is a linear 

superposition of the symmetrical and antisymmetrical st.ates while the antisynmwtrical 

state is subradiant. 

When I::,..# 0, the spectra deliill'd hy Eqs. (50) and (.'ii) rnusist of ni1I!' li1ws. which 

art' asymmct.ric both in h('ight and position. Tlw symm,•try wappears as tlw dduning 
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vanishes but then, instead of eight peaks a.s i11 the case of I wo i11it.ially excited at.oms, 

only six peaks at the frequencies 

V±J 

V±2 

.,,.; ±9(J4n +2- J4n -2), 

w±9J4n+2, 

V±3 = w±9(J4n+2+ ✓4n-2) 

(52) 

survive. Note that in Eqs. (52) V±3 represent the quantum electrodynamic a11alogue of 

the so-called cooperative additional sidebands [4.5]. The relations between the heights 

of the peaks are 

J±l : I±2 : J±3 = 

( /71 ~) 2 

n-1 ( /11 {'1) 2 

v~+v~ ·211-1 · vfu+2 v~ (53) 

As n increases, the two central peaks 11± 1 draw clos!'I" to each otlH'r a11d eventually 

emerge into one peak at v0 while the heights of the two extreme side peaks V±:J go to 

zero as fast as 1/n2 . Therefore, the spectra will have three peaks at wand w ± 29Jn 

for large photon numbers \~ith the height of the sideband peaks bei11g I/ 4 that of the 

central peak. Recall that this ratio is 3/4 for both atomi initially excited [20] and 1/2 

for a one-atom system [8]. 

We now consider the vacuum-field Rabi splittings for the system co11sisting of one 

initially excited atom and another unexcited one. We suppose for a while that the 

atoms can be different (91 f 92 ). Then, using the solution (21), (22) in (44), (47) one 

gets, for long times, 

3 r 
~ 1

1
2( I 1)2 ______ · , 

S(v, T; Ii)) ---> ~ iai 0 1 + 0 2 f2 + (v - w
0 

- ,\i)2 

l=I 

(54) 

where the initial state Ii) is one of the states (20). Equation (.54) shows that the emis

sion spectrum in this case has three peaks at frequencies w0 + .\1 with their heights 

proportional to ia~l 2(a~ + a~)2 • When the atoms are identical, since ar = -a~ (see 
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Eq (22)), the central peak connected with ,\3 disappears resulting in a·two-peaked spec

trum. Similarly· as for the stimulated emission, the intensity of spontaneous-emission 

spectrum in the. case of symmetrical excitation is twice larger than that in the case 

of nonsymmetrical excitation, which can be interpreted as another indication of the 

superradiance. 

Finally, we emphasize that for a more. general field state, which may be an arbi

trary superposition of the number states, all the spectral characteristics will essentially 

depend on the photon statistics. 
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Xo 4yHr 3yHr, HryllH AHHI, XyeH 
83aHMOAeHCTBH8 ABYX aTOMOB C OAHOii MOAOii nonR 113ny•et111R: 
3BOntOLl..-u:t COCTORHHR, eepoRTHOCTH Hacen8H~OCTeH ypoeHe:'f 

"cneKTP•• <1>moopecu11HIIHH 

E17-92-419 

OpeACTaeneHo TO•H08 pewllHHe AIIR 311,118"14 B3aHMOAl!MCTBMR ABYX AByxypoBHfllll,IX ITOMOB 

C OAHOMOAOBl,IM noneM M3ny•eHHR npM Hl!Hyn&BOH paccTpoilKe. OpM TO.HOM paOHIHCe nJ)HB&
Aett 8CHMOTOTH•8CKHM payno,TIT Allll n&pBOHl•IIB,HO CMnbHl,IX KOf8petlTHl,IX noneii. 00Kl38HO, 
•To l!C/114 B H8"lllb111,III MOM8HT BP8M8HH ITOMl,I HIXOARTCR 8 OAHOM 143 nonyKJ1accH•8CKMX · 
co6cTBeHHblX OOCTOIIHMII, aonHoeaR ,WHKIIHR cMCTeM1,1 ITOM + none OCTHTCII no•™ cjJaKTopM• 
3Hp0B8HHOM HI 

0

1TOMHV10 H none■ y,o •9CTI, B T8'tllHHe 83BHMOAel4CTIIMII, Ope. Onp8A8n8HHl,IX 
ycnoBHRX, ITOMHBR .9CTI, saomoUHOHHpyeT B 8AMHCTB8HH09 •MCToe COCTOIIHMe. 11,y,ieHo 11nH11HHe 

_; paccTpoiiKM pmoHaTopa HI AMHIMHKY eepoRTHOCTeil H8C8"8HHOCTeil ITOMHWX ypoelteil " cneKT
pi.1 <1>moopec110HIIHH. HailAllHO, •TO "PH H8CHMMffPM•HOM B036y>KA8HHM, 11Aat1eKe OT p830H .. ca, 
none AflMCTByeT KeK BMPTyln..HblH ypoB8Hb, nyYeM KOTOporo 3HeprHR n&peAffTCII Me>KAY ITO• 
MaMH. 113-38 Hettyneeoil pacCTpoilKH noRllnRIOTCR A8BRTHnHKOBble cnet<Tp1,1 cjJmoopecueHUHH, 
AaeTCR RCHOe oln.llOieHHe C TO•KH 3peHHR cjJopMan_H3M8 OA8TblX COCTOIIHHII. YCTattOBneHO, •TO 
a. cny•ee j:HMMeTPHSHOrO B036y>KAeHHA, HHTllHCHBHOCTI, cneKTpa cl>nKIOP8CU8HIIHM B ABI p83a 
Cl<nbllee, ~eM a cny•a• CHMMIITPH•Horo B036Y>KAllHHA,. 

: Pe6oTa a1,1nonHeHa a fla6opaTOpHH TeopeTH•ec:Koil cjJH3HKM 011Al1. 

CTpenpHHT06heAHHCHHOl'O HHCTHTYTll ll.llCPHl>IX HC':1'e.1011anHll.1ly6na 1992 
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Two-Atom Single-Mode Radiation Field Interaction: State Evolution, 
Level_ Ocrup~tion Probabilities a,;id Emission Spectra · 
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~xact sol~tlon 'tor the problem of two two'.level. at~s, interacting with a single-mode detuned 
quantized radiation field Is presented. On resbnance, an·asymptotlc result Is derived few large co
herent initial fields. It Is shown that when the atoms are initially prepared In one of the semlclas• 
sical eigenstates, the atom-plus-field wllNa function ilmost remains factored Into an atomic and a 
field part throughout· the Interaction. Under certain conditions, the atomic pert evolves Into a 
unique pure state at half-revival time. The effectl of the cavity detuning on the dynamics of the 
atomic level occupation probabilities and emission spectra ata studied. It 11 found, for nonsym• 
metrical excitation, that far off-resbnance the field acts llb I virtual level by meant of which 
the energy ls transferred between the atoms. Due to nonzero· detuning, nine-peaked spectra are 
observed and are given a clear explanation from the dr•sed-state viewpoint. It Is established that· 
in the case of symmetrical excitation, the Intensity of the emission spectrum Is two times larger -
than that in the case of nonsymmetrical excitation, ' , 
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